Juliette Gordon Low Birthday Party Right Left Story
When you hear the word RIGHT, pass a small gift or swap to the person on your right. When you
hear the word LEFT, gifts are passed to the left. The reader should pause a moment after each of
these words to help cue them into passing. At the end of the story, the players get to keep the gift
they have in their hands.
The WRIGHT Troop Celebrates Juliette Gordon Low's Birthday
Juliette Gordon Low's birthday was here and Mrs. WRIGHT's Girl Scout troop was just about finished
decorating the WRIGHT’s house for the party. "Girls, did you hang the streamers above the table
where I asked you to?" Mrs. WRIGHT asked her troop members. "We LEFT them RIGHT where you
told us to," said Mrs. WRIGHT’S troop. Great, you can all run RIGHT home and get the things you
LEFT at your house for the party and bring them RIGHT back after you’ve finished getting ready. All
the girls LEFT saying they’d be back shortly.
Mr. WRIGHT, his daughter, Susie WRIGHT, and her cousin Sally WRIGHT returned from their last
minute shopping trip. "There’s not much LEFT to be done," said Mrs. WRIGHT as Mr. WRIGHT came
into the kitchen. "I’m glad we got all the food we needed----I don't have any money LEFT," said Sally
WRIGHT.
The hall phone rang and Susie WRIGHT ran to answer it. She came running RIGHT back into the
kitchen exclaiming "Great Aunt Tillie WRIGHT LEFT a cake for us on Grandma WRIGHT'S back
porch. I'll go RIGHT over there and get it," she said as she LEFT the house. By the time Susie
WRIGHT returned with the cake, some of the members of Mrs. WRIGHT’s troop had returned and
had begun to set the table.
Just as Susie WRIGHT LEFT the cake and some birthday treats on the table, the doorbell rang and
the rest of Mrs. WRIGHT’S troop arrived. Each girl took off her coat and LEFT it RIGHT by the front
door. Jennifer turned to her LEFT to say hi to Beth. Sara was so busy talking to Kaity that she
bumped RIGHT into Megan. Then together they all helped Susie WRIGHT and Sally WRIGHT finish
setting up for the party. "We think it looks just RIGHT," they all exclaimed.
Mrs. WRIGHT’s troop played games, made crafts, and sang just the RIGHT number of songs,
including Sally WRIGHT's favorite, "I LEFT my heart in San Francisco". RIGHT after that they decided
to WRITE thank you cards for soldiers overseas in honor of Juliette Gordon Low's birthday.
Finally it was time to have cake. Mrs. WRIGHT LEFT the room to get the cake while Sally WRIGHT
got the forks and started passing them out, starting on her LEFT. The cake was just the RIGHT size
for all the girls to have a piece and the girls ate the cake until there was no cake LEFT. All the
members of Mrs. WRIGHT's troop agreed that this was the best party ever. They cleaned up all the
LEFTover birthday party treats and the mess that was LEFT from their games and crafts and put
everything away in the RIGHT place.
Mrs. WRIGHT was very pleased. "Thank you, girls, for all your help. That was the RIGHT thing to do.”
“No wonder your leader, Mrs. WRIGHT, is always so proud of you" said Mr. WRIGHT. One by one the
girls' parents came for them. One by one they all said, "Good night, Mrs. WRIGHT. See you next
week."

That’s the end, there’s nothing LEFT of our story-----except to say Happy Birthday, Juliette Gordon
Low!!!!

